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We	are	better	together!	
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From	one	pet	owner	to	another	and	our	family	business	to	yours,	allow	us	to	officially	welcome	you	to	the	BAXTER	&	Bella	Partners	Program!	First	and	foremost,	
WE	ARE	BETTER	TOGETHER,	partnering	to	help	owners	and	their	dogs	positively	work	toward	“Becoming	best	friends	through	love	and	learning!”	Here	at	BAXTER	&	
Bella,	our	mission	is	to	teach	as	many	people	as	possible	how	to	successfully	introduce	and	effectively	integrate	a	dog	into	their	everyday	lifestyle	in	a	way	that	it	is	
fun,	rewarding	and	worthwhile!	
	
We	believe	with	the	help	of	our	PUPPY	PREP	curriculum,	think	of	it	as	a	do-it-yourself	online	puppy	school,	which	is	easy-to-use	and	fun-to-follow,	we	can	and	we	
will	positively	impact	the	number	of	puppies	remaining	in	forever	families.	Our	overall	goal	 is	to	make	a	real	difference	in	the	puppy	population	leading	to	better	
animal	ownership	and	the	very	best	in	canine	companionship!	Not	only	do	we	want	your	help,	we	absolutely	need	your	assistance	in	making	this	happen.	
	
Years	ago	when	our	family	first	started	down	this	path	of	eliminating	the	problem	of	overcrowded	animal	shelters,	we	initially	thought	the	answer	was	simple	–	train	
the	dog	to	behave	accordingly	and	families	will	keep	them.	However,	with	time,	more	experience	and	better	understanding,	we	now	recognize	that	positive	puppy	
parenting	is	as	much	about	teaching	dogs	how	to	appropriately	act,	as	it	is	about	coaching	pet	parents	how	to	effectively	train	–	in	short,	we	need	to	work	with	both	
dogs	and	people	for	optimal	outcomes!	Over	the	past	couple	of	years,	we	built	and	then	rebuilt	our	signature	online	do-it-yourself	program	to	do	just	that	–	teach	
pet	parents	how	to	work	with	their	 canine	companions	in	 such	a	way	 that	they	learn	how	to	successfully	train	 their	dogs	anything	they	ever	wanted,	at	anytime	
throughout	their	forever	future	–	IT’S	AWESOME!	
	
Our	decision	to	partner	with	canine	community	influencers	comes	from	a	sincere	desire	to	positively	impact	the	puppy	population	for	good!	Simply	stated,	we	know	
the	right	partners	will	create	additional	opportunities	for	us	to	do	more	for	pet	parents,	to	build	upon	the	current	training	processes	of	today,	to	discover	the	tips,	
tricks,	tools	and	techniques	of	tomorrow	and	lead	toward	better	animal	ownership	and	the	very	best	in	canine	companionship!	
		
What's	more,	we	see	partnerships	as	unique	openings	in	the	dog	world	for	us	to	combine	efforts,	working	together	to	improve	upon	outcomes,	for	you,	for	us	and	for	
the	families	we	are	able	to	help!	Imagine,	pet	professionals	like	you,	complimenting	your	work	with	our	team	of	talented	training	gurus,	partnering	to	successfully	
transition	new	puppies	out	of	your	home	and	into	forever	families	for	a	lifetime	of	learning,	loving	and	living	as	well-behaved	pets!	Simply	stated,	while	you	focus	on	
your	puppies,	we	are	preparing	future	families	to	pick	up	right	where	you	leave	off,	making	for	a	smooth	and	seamless	transition	from	your	home	and	into	theirs!	
		
Moreover,	becoming	partners	allows	us	to	better	accomplish	our	goals	by	working	together	-	you	in	finding	the	best	pet	families	for	your	dogs	and	us	in	helping	them	
to	become	properly	prepared	for	and	ultimately	capable	of	stepping	in	immediately	when	it's	time,	without	skipping	a	beat,	dropping	the	ball	or	taking	their	eyes	off	
the	 target!	In	 short,	 as	 partners,	 we	 will	 teach	 your	 soon-to-be	 puppy	 parents	 how	 to	 become	 good	 animal	 owners	 right	 from	 the	 beginning	 in	 order	 to	
keep	more	dogs	out	of	shelters	and	in	loving	homes	where	they	belong!	
	
Considering	 the	 initial	phases	of	 doggy	development,	 including,	 but	 certainly	 not	 limited	 to	 the	neonatal	 phase	 (0-2	 weeks),	 the	 transitional	phase	 (2-4	 weeks),	
socialization	 phase	 (4-12	weeks),	 a	 submission	 and	 dominance	phase	 (3-6	months)	 and	 the	puppy	 parenting	 favorite	adolescence	 phase	 (6-18	months),	 it	 is	 very	
critical	for	new	animal	owners	to	be	ready,	willing	and	able	to	pick	up	right	where	you	leave	off	without	skipping	a	step	and	training	what	is	ultimately	best	for	the	
longer-term	desired	outcomes!	
		
In	understanding	these	phases	and	timelines,	much	of	the	initial	heavy	lifting	of	proper	puppy	parenting	naturally	begins	with	you!	In	fact,	the	amount	of	time,	energy	
and	 effort	 you	 are	 investing	 into	 your	 dogs	for	 the	 betterment	 of	 their	 lives	is	 priceless!	You	 are	 the	 one	 responsible	 for	 health	 &	 wellness,	 early	 neurological	
stimulation,	 socialization	and	 the	 initial	 teaching	 of	manners,	 obedience	and	 housetraining.	 It	 goes	without	 saying,	 you	 do	 a	 lot	 for	these	 animals	 in	 establishing	
the	good	habits	that	put	them	on	the	proven	pathway	of	healthiness	and	happiness!	
	
Likewise,	as	the	owners	and	creators	of	BAXTER	&	Bella,	we	have	designed	and	developed	our	online	puppy	school	program	to	be	an	easy-to-use	and	fun-to-follow	
curriculum,	including	all	of	the	needed	resources	and	materials	to	properly	prepare	new	pet	parents	how	to	take	over	where	you	leave	off,	and	also	support	them	all	
the	way	through	their	entire	canine	coaching	experience.	In	short,	we	begin	preparing	them,	even	before	they	pick	up	their	puppy,	to	be	ready,	willing	and	able	to	
take	over	the	moment	you	transition	their	dog	out	of	your	home	and	ultimately	into	theirs!	
	
As	partners,	while	you	are	raising	their	puppy,	we	are	working	to	prepare	these	future	pet	parents	to	properly	step	in,	bridging	the	gap	between	the	time	spent	with	
you	and	the	more	common	moment	when	families	suddenly	realize	they	need	training	help,	which	oftentimes	happens	months	down	the	road	when	some	of	these	
critical	 phases	 have	 passed	and	 their	 puppy	 is	now	 going	 through	 the	 challenging	 adolescence	 phase.	Our	 responsibility	 is	 to	 assist	 these	 families	 via	 our	 online	
training	program	prior	to	picking	up	their	puppy	and	giving	them	the	foundation	they	need	to	be	successful	right	from	the	beginning,	providing	a	proactive	action	plan	
for	proper	pet	parenting	afterwards	and	teaching	them	step-by-step	through	the	entire	training	process.		
	
What's	more,	even	if	you	are	already	working	with	a	trainer	in	your	area,	or	families	sign	up	for	puppy	kindergarten	classes	locally,	which	we	highly	encourage	for	
good	 dog-to-dog	 interaction,	our	 comprehensive	 online	 puppy	 school	 curriculum	 is	 the	perfect	 puppy	 instruction	manual	 designed	 to	 answer	 any	 and	 every	 pet	
owner	question	they	may	have	about	their	new	family	member.	
		
As	partners,	we	invite	you	talk	with	families	all	about	our	online	puppy	school	and	provide	them	a	customized	DISCOUNT	CODE	to	instantly	save	25%	off	our	lifetime	
MEMBERS	ONLY	access.	What's	more,	we	promise	to	help	them	every	step	of	the	way,	from	even	before	they	pick	up	their	puppy	and	throughout	their	entire	canine	
coaching	experience	-	it's	like	having	a	trainer	inside	their	home	24/7	and	not	only	do	they	love	it,	but	we	do	too!	
	
Again,	thank	you	for	joining	with	us	on	our	journey	and	we	very	much	look	forward	to	working	together	throughout	the	future!	

Help	Us	Help	Them	
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“PUPPY PREP is a self-paced puppy school that is as 
much about teaching your dog how to act, as it is 
about coaching you how to train!” 
	

As noted previously, our mission is to teach as many people 
as possible how to successfully introduce and effectively 
integrate a dog into their everyday lifestyle in a way that it is 
fun, rewarding and worthwhile – PUPPY PREP is our main 
tool for accomplishing this! 
 
In order to help more puppies remain in loving homes with 
their families, we MUST teach dog owners how to train their 
dogs! PUPPY PREP not only coaches on the basics of canine 
companionship, it systematically walks pet parents through 
dog training 101, helps in setting up the house, points out 
what is needed, highlights the keys of canine leadership, 
instructs on successful housetraining, educates about puppy 
manners, teaches doggy obedience and outlines numerous 
socialization activities for better animal ownership! 
 
All this and more for less than most of your basic everyday 
training classes – and did we mention already, it’s online and 
is done from the convenience of your home or anywhere else 
you have access to the internet! 

WHAT	IS	
PUPPY	PREP?	

BAXTER & Bella’s signature online step-by-step training program that 
teaches families how to train their own dog like a professional. 
 
Intuitively designed and strategically developed around the critical 
training standards of Leadership, Housetraining, Manners, Obedience 
and Socialization, PUPPY PREP is a self-paced curriculum that 
includes more than 60 individualized lessons, embedded video 
demonstrations, helpful charts & checklists, tips, tricks, tools and 
techniques, as well as other constructive activities needed for optimal 
training outcomes! It teaches you exactly how we do it personally and 
professionally from before your dog even enters your home in one 
of the very best puppy training guides available! 
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BREEDERS	ARE	ABSOLUTELY	CRITICAL	
IN	 HELPING	 PUPPIES	 GET	 STARTED	
DOWN	 THE	 RIGHT	 PATH	 TOWARD	 A	
LIFETIME	 OF	 HAPPINESS!	 IT	 STARTS	
WITH	YOU!	
 

We	 recognize	 the	 importance	 of	 a	 good	 breeder	 and	 the	
benefits	 that	come	with	an	early	 jumpstart	on	 training	for	
all	puppies	 involved.	Breeders	can	make	 such	a	difference	
in	 the	 training	 process	 of	 a	 new	 puppy!	We	 have	 created	
this	 document	 as	 a	 tool	 just	 for	 breeders	 to	 help	 build	 a	
seamless	bridge	between	a	puppy’s	 life	with	them	and	life	

in	 their	 new	 home.	 Our	 hope	 is	 that	 these	
puppies	go	to	awesome	families	and	stay	there	
right?	We	 can	work	 together	 as	 breeders	 and	
trainers	 to	 help	 families	 teach	 their	 puppies	
well	 right	 from	 the	 beginning,	 ensuring	 that	
the	 family/puppy	 bond	 is	 both	 strong	 and	
lasting!	

BREEDER	EARLY	
START	ACTIVITIES	

SAM
PLE	
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How	to	Use	Our	Site	
MEMBERS	ONLY	

When	 visitors	 first	 arrive	 at	 BAXTER	&	Bella,	 they	 are	 invited	 to	 subscribe	 to	our	 FREE	 training	 tips	 and	
tricks	–	even	though	it’s	optional,	we	strongly	encourage	it	and	honestly	there	are	no	strings	attached	to	
this	weekly	email.	 Then,	 in	addition	to	learning	more	about	our	 family	business	and	or	reading	through	
our	Blog,	pet	parents	are	encouraged	to	 visit	our	shop	and	purchase	the	MEMBERS	ONLY	program,	which	
includes	anytime	access	to	our	signature	PUPPY	PREP	online	curriculum.	 Once	a	purchase	is	made,	 we	are	
automatically	 notified	and	 the	 creation	of	 their	 username	and	password	happens.	Shortly	 thereafter,	 this	
new	user	receives	an	email	with	all	the	necessary	details	to	log	in	and	begin	training	right	away.			
		

Once	the	new	user	logs	in,	they	should	look	for	the	MEMBERS	ONLY	portal,	which	includes	much	more	than	
just	PUPPY	PREP,	but	also	our	Video	Archive	containing	all	the	training	videos	available	from	us	and	other	pet	
parents	 too,	our	Resource	Library	 for	many	of	our	 favorite	articles,	our	Ask	 the	Trainer	 section	 for	 anytime	
Q&A	directly	with	us,	our	Puppy	Parent	Forum	to	 share	 ideas	with	others	 just	 like	 them,	Pawsfit	Games	to	
keep	training	productive	and	fun	long	into	the	future,	access	to	our	NEW	“LIVE!	Canine	Coaching”	classes	and	
sign-ups	for	individualized	video	conferencing	calls	during	our	“Office	Hours.”	

	

MEMBERS	ONLY	comes	with	some	really	great	stuff	–	“	…everything	we	needed	in	order	to	successfully	
train	that	well	behaved	canine	companion	we	wanted!”	

“Whatever	gets	rewarded	 	 	
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65+	LESSON	PLANS	
Within	 PUPPY	 PREP,	 each	 lesson	 includes	 a	 written	
explanation,	 a	 how-to	 video,	 a	 printable	 homework	
list	 of	 activities,	 tips	 &	 tricks,	 fun	 facts,	 our	 favorite	
products	and	an	exit	ticket	to	help	you	decide	when	it	
is	time	to	move	on.		
	
Read	a	little,	watch	a	little,	practice	a	little	and	move	on!	
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Here’s	our	vision	of	what	the	ideal	scenario	looks	like….		
	

1. A	responsible	breeder	cares	for	a	new	litter	and	completes	our	Early	Start	Activities	with	each	puppy.		
2. As	parents	contact	the	breeder	about	buying	a	puppy,	the	breeder	introduces	them	to	the	PUPPY	PREP	curriculum,	as	

well	as	all	the	other	great	resources	available	to	them	under	the	MEMBERS	ONLY	area.	
3. The	breeder	not	only	directs	all	potential	puppy	parents	to	www.baxterandbella.com/learn-more	for	program	details,	

but	also	encourages	 them	 to	use	a	unique	discount	 code	 to	purchase	and	begin	 studying	both	 the	 INTRO	and	PREP	
Units	as	soon	as	possible!		

I. Remember,	the	INTRO	is	all	about	building	a	base-level	understanding	about	puppy	parenting	and	although	it	
is	mostly	reading,	 it	 is	a	perfect	place	to	get	started.	The	PREP	Unit	helps	families	set	up	their	house	and	get	
everything	ready	to	welcome	home	their	new	canine	companion.	Together,	these	items	teach	what	is	needed	
and	prepare	families	for	when	their	puppy	comes	home.		

4. When	parents	return	to	pick	up	their	puppy,	the	breeder	follows	up	with	them	about	their	progress	in	PUPPY	PREP	and	
encourages	them	to	become	a	member	if	they	have	not	already	done	so.			

5. When	puppies	go	home,	the	families	take	over	the	training	by	completing	Units	1-5,	striving	to	complete	on	average	one	
lesson	per	day,	but	ultimately	going	at	a	pace	that	is	comfortable	to	both	puppy	and	parent.	

6. Families	are	happy	and	canine	companions	are	calm	because	proper	training	was	implemented	from	the	very	beginning.	
No	 time	was	wasted	 allowing	mistakes	 to	 creep	 in.	No	waiting	 for	 puppy	class	 enrollment.	 Families	 spend	 their	 time	
teaching	and	rewarding	good	behavior	instead	of	trying	to	fix	problems	that	shouldn’t	be	problems	in	the	first	place.	“An	
ounce	of	prevention	is	worth	a	pound	of	cure!”	

	

We	know	it	won’t	always	go	as	planned….		
	

• Rescue	groups,	Humane	Societies,	etc.	do	amazing	work	and	we	recognize	many	families	will	choose	to	acquire	a	family	
pet	from	 them…	AND	THAT	IS	AWESOME!	We	also	 recognize	 families	will	 take	ownership	of	older	dogs	 from	another	

family	who	can	no	 longer	care	 for	them.	No	matter	where	a	 family	acquires	their	canine	companion,	we	want	to	help	
ensure	that	puppy	gets	the	best	chance	of	staying	in	a	loving	home	as	possible.	

• So	whether	you	are	teaching	a	brand	new	puppy	from	the	beginning	or	an	older	dog	still	in	need	of	better	behaviors,	

PUPPY	PREP	 is	for	EVERYONE!	It	 teaches	people	HOW	to	train.	It	provides	the	basics	of	good	dog	ownership	and	the	
principles	apply	to	all	dogs,	no	matter	their	breed	or	age.			

• Again,	 no	matter	 the	 age	 of	 or	 the	 location	where	 the	 puppy	 or	 dog	 came	 from,	 we	 want	 to	 ensure	 they	 are	well	

trained	such	that	the	family	enjoys	having	the	dog	around	for	years	to	come!	Let’s	work	together	to	keep	puppies	in	

loving	homes!	PUPPY	PREP	is	the	key.		
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OUR	SHOP		
Lifetime membership to our training 
site is $238. That’s an incredible 
value! We also offer free resources 
for those who are still deciding. 
 
Every new puppy parent should get 
right away with our INTRO PREP 
units as these help prepare families 
prior to picking up their dog and are 
vital to their early training  

	

 
• The INTRO & PREP units are the 

beginning steps of the PUPPY PREP 
program and preferably can be started 
without having your canine companion. 

 
• We offer discounts to everyone who 

purchases through 
 

 
• Encourage your pet parents to become 

MEMBERS ONLY today in order to gain 
complete access to PUPPY PREP (our 
online puppy school), Video Archives, Ask 
the Trainer, Parent Forum, Resource 
Library, PAWSfit Games and LIVE! Canine 
Coaching & Office Hours. 

 
• In short, every resource we offer is 

included with MEMBERS ONLY! 
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DISCOUNT	CODE	
With	 your	 decision	 to	 join	 us	 on	 this	 journey	 toward	
better	 animal	 ownership,	 we	will	 provide	 you	with	 a	
unique	 discount	 code.	 Please	 provide	 this	 to	 all	 of	
your	 friends,	 families	 and	other	pet	 acquaintances	as	
it	 will	 give	 them	 an	 instant	 savings	 of	 25%	 off	
everything	at	BAXTER	&	Bella.	What’s	more,	each	time	
this	 is	 used	 to	 purchase,	 we	 will	 pay	 you	 25%	 as	 a	
referral	commission!	

Ultimately,	our	goal	is	to	send	PUPPY	PREP	home	with	
as	 many	 families	 as	 possible,	 leading	 to	 more	
educated	pet	parents	and	better-behaved	puppies	for	
a	lifetime	of	healthiness	and	happiness	together!	

CONTACT	US	TODAY	AT	INFO@BAXTERANDBELLA.COM	

DISPLAY	OUR	TRAINING	STAMP	
We	 have	 a	 training	 stamp	 reserved	 for	 the	 best	
breeders	who	 qualify	 by	 their	 excellence	 in	 practices	
to	display	our	training	stamp	as	one	more	way	to	help	
promote	 better	 training	 education	 to	 all	 future	 pet	
parents	out	there.		

In	short,	we	are	excited	to	work	with	quality	breeders	
and	 animal	 advocates	 in	 helping	 well-prepared	
puppies	find	amazing	homes.	Let	us	know	how	we	can	
be	 of	 help	 to	 you,	 as	 breeders,	 in	 getting	 these	
materials	 into	 the	 hands	 of	 new	 puppy	 parents	 –	 as	
WE	ARE	BETTER	TOGETHER!	

LINK	US	TO	YOUR	SITE	PARTNERS	DETAILS	
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MARKETING	MATERIALS	

PUPPY	PREP	INFORMATIONAL	FLYER	–		

This	 is	a	great	overview	of	PUPPY	PREP	
and	when	 laminated,	may	be	used	over	
and	 over	 again	 with	 each	 new	 litter	 of	
puppies	you	raise	to	show	families	what	
exactly	 is	 included	 in	 our	 training	
options.	 We	 email	 you	 a	 customized	
PDF	 file	with	your	 specific	coupon	code	
printed	on	the	bottom.	

OVERVIEW	SHEET	–		

This	 sheet	 outlines	 what	 you	 do	 as	 a	
breeder	 during	 the	 first	 eight	 weeks,	
shows	 parents	 the	 INTRO	 and	 PREP	
units	being	completed	by	them	before	
their	 puppy	 goes	 home	 and	 the	 five	
units	 they	 will	 complete	 once	 their	
puppy	is	home.	The	second	document	
is	 a	 program	 checklist	 outlining	 every	
lesson	and	field	trip.		

COUPON	
CODE	GOES	

HERE	

	These	files,	as	well	as	others	are	always	available	on	our	website	within	the	PARTNERS	link	for	your	convenience!		
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We donate a portion of every sale to Good Dog!  Autism Companions, a non-

profit organization dedicated to helping children and families live better lives 

through autism service dog companionship since 2011. Check out what they do 

at: www.gooddogautismcompanions.org. 



	

	

	

PHONE:	435.787.9000	

INFO	@BAXTERANDBELLA.COM	

WWW.BAXTERANDBELLA.COM	

TRAIN	YOUR	PUPPY	FROM	HOME	
with	our	easy-to-use	and	fun-to-follow	Online	Puppy	School!	

“Think of puppies as wet cement. them the right way 
from the beginning  they harden into what you want and  

NOT THE OTHER WAY AROUND!  
-	Baxter	&	Bella	


